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ThermoPeanut, the little anti-heatwave genie to offer ASAP!
This little caring sensor at $29.00 watches over your loved ones and alerts you
wherever in the world you are if the temperature of their home environment is
too high.

Now that summer and its hot days are here, many worry for their parents, grandparents or
loved ones struggling to overcome the heatwaves. Sen.se offers a simple solution to take care
of their comfort remotely, and without any intrusion. ThermoPeanut, this little caring sensor
automatically launches an alert in case of abnormally high temperature in a room and knows
how to instantly notify the close circle.
ThermoPeanut is a little smart sensor, autonomous and caring, that measures the
temperature fluctuations and automatically sends alerts to smartphones and tablets in case
of an abnormal event. A child can install it in less than a minute at his grand-mother’s home.
His smartphone, his grand-mother’s, even his close circle’s ones will automatically receive the
alerts on temperatures, even those who are elsewhere in the world. The grandmother has
nothing to do, not even install it, nor turn it off.
The ThermoPeanut itself sends the high temperatures via the smartphone of the home. In
case of abnormally high temperature the close circle, wherever they are, is automatically
alerted and can intervene. With a battery life of several months, it can be placed anywhere: in
the bedroom, the living room, the office… For $29.00 people can put it in all the rooms and
advise on the best place when seeking for a bit of fresh air.
With ThermoPeanut people can also now watch over the baby’s room, in Bella’s doghouse
the fridge, the greenhouse etc.

Thanks to the IFTTT compatibility, the more techie users can make this caring sensor interact
with other connected objects in the house and bring a new magic to their environment.
ThermoPeanut, for instance, can turn on the air conditioning through the connected plug in
case of high temperatures at nighttime, to watch over the occupants’ good night sleep…
The ThermoPeanut is available on Sen.se, Amazon.com, ACE Hardware and Bestbuy, for
$29.00. It is delivered with a replaceable CR2032 battery and several accessories.
SleepPeanut is part of the SensePeanut range, the little sensors that revolutionize the Internet of
Things by offering connected life functionalities to all, simple to use and at an extremely affordable
price.

Please click here to download HD visuals and access the videos.
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Sen.se was founded in 2010 by Rafi Haladjian. Its mission is to develop a new generation of smart
objects designed to blend elegantly and unobtrusively into the lives of users while collecting
meaningful data, continuously and over long periods of time. It’s unique Mass Market product
Mother, an incredibly versatile sensor system, helps family’s monitor all the aspects of their daily lives
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